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Abstract - This paper describes recent work on the Cost-Optimized Variance Reduction Technique (COVRT)
software that is used to automatically and deterministically generate cost-optimized variance-reduction (VR)
parameters for use in Monte Carlo analyses. During generation, cost optimization modifies VR parameters
to efficiently reduce problem variance by considering the computational expense of each operation associ-
ated with a given variance reduction technique. In this work, the software is first modified to consider only
weight-independent VR techniques (giving a computational savings by removing weight from the phase space
considered) or weight-dependent (which can include weight-independent) techniques. Using only weight-
independent techniques, COVRT calculations are an order of magnitude faster and require two orders of
magnitude less memory than corresponding weight-dependent calculations. Once applied to Monte Carlo cal-
culations using MCNP and with figure of merit as the measure, optimized weight-independent VR techniques
are no less effective than, and up to 2× as effective as, optimized weight-dependent techniques. Compared
to other software that does not attempt to optimize VR parameters such as ADVANTG, the COVRT-generated
parameters are 1.2–5× as effective once applied in MCNP. Moreover, comparing COVRT and ADVANTG
demonstrates a significant time penalty (up to five orders of magnitude for comparable calculations) for
COVRT during the deterministic calculations but also a significant time savings (one to two orders of magni-
tude) during the Monte Carlo calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses the application of automatically
generated, cost-optimized, variance-reduction (VR) parame-
ters to several two-dimensional (2D) MCNP® calculations.
During generation, cost optimization modifies variance re-
duction parameters to efficiently reduce problem variance by
considering the computational expense of each operation as-
sociated with a given VR technique. Variance-reduction pa-
rameters are generated using the Cost-Optimized Variance
Reduction Technique (COVRT) software [1] that performs a
series of deterministic calculations to solve the history-score-
moment and future-time equations (see Sec. II. and [1, 2])
and then iteratively optimizes the solutions. When COVRT
was developed, it was designed to operate in a weight-
dependent mode; i.e., to perform a discrete ordinates solve
over discretized space, angle, energy, and weight. Since then,
COVRT has been modified to perform both weight-dependent
and weight-independent calculations. The motivation for this
was to remove the finely discretized weight mesh from the
calculation to reduce the computational burden. However,
this introduces the limitation that COVRT, when running a
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weight-independent calculation, can only optimize parame-
ters for techniques that modify particle weight but are not
played depending on it (e.g., cell-based importances and im-
plicit capture).

Section II presents an overview of the solution method-
ology. Section III provides a description of the calcula-
tions used to assess the effect of the weight-dependent and
weight-independent VR parameters on the Monte Carlo trans-
port. Section IV gives comparisons with prior results [1]
(Sec. IV.1) and against ADVANTG [3] (Sec. IV.2). This pa-
per shows that weight-independent COVRT calculations yield
mean values consistent with prior weight-dependent calcula-
tions, are much faster to execute, and can lead to more effi-
cient MCNP calculations than comparable calculations using
VR parameters generated with a weight-dependent COVRT
calculation. In addition, COVRT is capable of producing
more efficient MCNP calculations than ADVANTG using de-
fault behavior. Finally, planned extensions to the COVRT
methodology are briefly described.

II. METHODOLOGY

The methodology implemented in COVRT involves de-
terministically solving the history-score-moment equations,
originally developed in [4] and then extended in [1, 2]. These
equations are used to calculate the population mean and vari-
ance of Monte Carlo transport problems. The future-time
equations developed in [1, 2] predict the time / computa-
tional cost necessary to calculate a single Monte Carlo his-
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tory given a set of VR techniques. By finding a set of VR
techniques that minimizes the product of the solution of both
sets of equations, those VR parameters are expected to max-
imize the traditional MCNP figure of merit (FOM), propor-
tional to σ−2T−1, where σ is the Monte Carlo tally standard
deviation and T is the Monte Carlo calculation time. Note
that throughout this paper final COVRT-calculated values are
shown with tildes (e.g., σ̃) and MCNP-calculated values are
shown unaccented.

More details regarding the development and extension
of the history-score-moment and future-time equations are
available in the aforementioned references, but briefly con-
sider the traditional time-independent radiation transport
phase space R = (x,Ω, E), where x represents position, Ω
represents direction of flight, and E represents energy, which
can be augmented with Monte Carlo particle weight, w, to
form P = (x,Ω, E,w) = (R,w). Next, a series of scoring
functions, transport kernels, and weight-modifying functions
are defined to describe all the ways that a particle can con-
tribute a score in ds about s in its next event, how a particle
can transition from one region of phase space to another, and
any associated weight changes with that phase-space transi-
tion, respectively. Finally, the history-score distribution func-
tion ψ (P, s) ds is defined which gives the probability that a
particle at P and all its progeny will score in ds about s. Thus,
the m moments of the history-score distribution are

Mm (P) ≡

∞̂

−∞

smψ (P, s) ds. (1)

Considering only weight-independent VR techniques (e.g.,
cell-based importances, implicit capture), one can separate w
from P to obtain

Mm (R,w) = wmMm (R,w = 1) . (2)

This separation removes the necessity of treating weight
in the discrete ordinates calculation explicitly (but, again,
removes the opportunity to consider weight-dependent VR
techniques such as weight windows and/or weight cutoff).
For both the first and second moments, integro-differential
transport equations are formed and solved. The solutions for
Mm, m = 1, 2 are then used to find the corresponding tally (or
detector) responses

D̃m =

ˆ

P

Mm (P) S (P) dP , m = 1, 2 (3)

where S (P) is the physical source term. This is compara-
ble to solving for statistical moments of the adjoint flux and
using them to determine the associated detector response sta-
tistical moments. Note that lower moments generally act as a
source for higher moments. As such, solving these equations
requires solving the first moment and then progressively solv-
ing higher moments. Using these responses, the population
variance is deterministically calculated as

σ̃2 = D̃2 − D̃2
1. (4)

In addition, the expected computational time required for
a Monte Carlo calculation to process a single history, τ̃, can
be deterministically estimated as the accumulation of the time
required to process various events (source emission, collision,
banking, surface crossing, nuclear data lookup, etc.) that the
history is expected to undergo from beginning to end. The
time required for individual events is estimated by profiling
a short Monte Carlo calculation representative of the prob-
lem at hand. The calculation is run with all VR capabilities
enabled that are planned for optimization in COVRT and is
analyzed with Valgrind’s Callgrind utility [5, 6]. Callgrind
provides the number of calls to routines corresponding to the
various events (source emission: startp, collision: colidn,
banking: bankit, etc.) and the associated number of instruc-
tions processed. Using the total run time, the total number
of instructions performed, and by segregating the routines of
interest, one can estimate the time necessary for each rou-
tine’s call (with the assumption that all instructions are ap-
proximately of equal duration). The time per call is generally
10−7–10−8 minutes as shown in [2]. Because relative differ-
ences in routine times are of primary interest, profiling does
not need to happen regularly. Instead, it should be performed
periodically as significantly different problems are analyzed
and/or when the Monte Carlo program flow changes to ensure
that new relative (in)efficiencies are captured appropriately.

Next, the future-time distribution, Υ (P, τ) dτ, is derived
which gives the probability that a particle at P requires a com-
putation time in dτ about τ to process. The future-time distri-
bution is similar to the history-score-moment equation except
that rather than contributed score for a particular event it uses
contributed time for each event based on the previously de-
scribed time estimates. The expected future time of a particle
at P is then calculated as

τ (P) =

∞̂

0

τΥ (P, τ) dτ. (5)

The expected future time of a particle is then calculated sim-
ilar to the tally responses as

τ̃ =

ˆ

P

τ (P) S (P) dP (6)

where this equation is simplified from [2] to include both the
initial source processing time and the time from subsequent
events.

Finally, for a given set of VR techniques, {V}, the ex-
pected cost is

C̃ ({V}) = σ̃2 ({V}) τ̃ ({V}) , (7)

which is inversely proportional to a traditional Monte Carlo
FOM. Thus, minimizing the expected cost by selecting an
appropriate set of VR techniques maximizes the FOM. In
COVRT, optimization is performed with the gradient descent
method using variously perturbed VR parameters.
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(a) Tophat, c = 0.8 (b) Three-Legged Duct, c = 0.8

Figure 1: Tophat & Three-Legged Duct Geometries

III. DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROBLEMS

Three test problems are used to measure the effectiveness
of both the weight-dependent and weight-independent im-
plementations of the methodology. Three-dimensional (3D)
calculations for anything other than exceedingly small prob-
lems with coarse angular discretization require 100s of gi-
gabytes of computer memory for weight-dependent calcula-
tions because of the addition of weight (i.e., a weight mesh
discretized with 100s–1000s of cells) to the problem domain.
As such, all test problems described herein are 2D.

Of the test problems, the Tophat & Three-Legged Duct
test problems are from [1]. The Mini2Room problem is a
scaled-down version of a test problem similar to that de-
scribed for nonproliferation applications [7]. Tophat and
Three-Legged Duct problems are used to perform intercom-
parisons between COVRT’s weight-dependent and weight-
independent modes. The Mini2Room problem is used for
comparison with ADVANTG. When images of the geome-
tries are shown, the grid displayed represents the spatial mesh
used in COVRT.

1. Tophat

The first test problem considered is “Tophat,” which is a
simplified version of the VR test problem described in [8] and
is shown in Fig. 1a. Tophat is characterized by an isotropic
volume source located in the region −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, −5 ≤ y ≤ −3
and a surface current tally located at −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, y = 5. The
problem is monoenergetic. Between the source and surface
tally are a variety of materials (all with isotropic scattering
ratio c = 0.8) that allow particles to bypass a directly vertical
path and instead leak out the “brim,” stream through the void,
and then reenter the hat just before the tally. This path is
known to cause over-splitting of particles when VR is applied.
Within MCNP, cells are 1 cm × 1 cm to provide sufficient
cells to optimize over.

2. Three-Legged Duct

Next, the “Three-Legged Duct” problem is characterized
by an isotropic surface source at x = −5, −4 ≤ y ≤ −2 and a
surface current tally located at x = 5, 2 ≤ y ≤ 4 and is shown
in Fig. 1b. The problem is monoenergetic. All non-void ma-
terial has isotropic scattering ratio c = 0.8. Similar to Tophat,

Figure 2: Mini2Room Geometry

this test problem is known to oversplit particles because of
the ability for particles to easily move from less-important to
more-important phase space (i.e., from the shield through the
duct and back into the shield). Furthermore, as Monte Carlo
particles traverse the problem they can take a tortuous path
with many weight-reducing collisions, or, a somewhat direct
path through the duct with few collisions to reach the tally
region. This leads to rare scores with high weight that will
significantly increase the tally variance. Within MCNP, cells
are 1 cm × 1 cm to provide sufficient cells to optimize over.

3. Mini2Room

The Mini2Room problem features a 0.1-MeV isotropic
point source located at (x, y) = (−15, 0) separated from two
energy-independent 1-cm × 1-cm track-length tally regions
by a shield with two streaming gaps as shown in Fig. 2. The
left tally is of primary interest because it exists outside a di-
rect streaming path; however, the right tally is also available
to assess the effect of VR. In this work, all results are for the
left tally. The right wall is removed to eliminate backscat-
ter. In the MCNP calculations, continuous-energy cross sec-
tions (using MCNP’s default libraries [9] for all isotopes)
are used that are manually collapsed to representative multi-
group scattering and absorption cross sections in COVRT.
The concrete and high-density concrete use the composition
from material 99 (Concrete, Regular) from [10] with the con-
crete at 2.3 g/cm3 and the high-density concrete at 23 g/cm3

(nonphysically high to create a desirable optical thickness
that fits within current computational limitations). The air
uses the composition and density from material 4 from [10].
It has been shown previously [7] and here that problems of
this type are highly direction dependent and can cause over-
splitting with automated VR techniques because of the large
streaming regions.

IV. RESULTS

All of the COVRT and MCNP calculations use a high-
performance workstation (64 processing cores, 528 GB
RAM). The MCNP calculations use version 6.1.1b [11] and
all materials use the default isotopic libraries. The COVRT
and MCNP calculations use threading and all performance
measures are made with consistent numbers of threads to
permit fair comparisons to be made. ADVANTG calcula-
tions use MPI and are performed on a high-performance com-
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puter processing node with 16 processing cores and 32 GB of
RAM).

Results for Tophat & Three-Legged Duct are compared
in two ways. First, the FOM for MCNP calculations with
COVRT-generated VR parameters applied are compared with
analog MCNP calculations where

FOMCMC/MC ≡
MCNP FOM using COVRT

Analog MCNP FOM
. (8)

Second, the mean and population variances from COVRT and
MCNP are compared. As noted previously, COVRT calcu-
lates the population mean and variance (i.e., D̃1 and σ̃2, re-
spectively) while MCNP directly provides the sample mean
and relative error. The mean values can be compared directly
but the MCNP population variance must be calculated (by
computing sample variance and multiplying by the number
of histories used) before being compared with COVRT. Note
that when results are described, the following abbreviations
are used:

• WD-WW: cell-based weight windows generated directly
from a weight-dependent COVRT calculation,

• WI-I: cell-based importances generated directly from a
weight-independent COVRT calculation, and

• WI-WW: cell-based importances generated from a
weight-independent COVRT calculation which are man-
ually inverted and renormalized to specify cell-based
weight windows.

The WI-WW approach is used to assess the effectiveness of
creating weight windows (allowing for a weight-dependent
technique to be used in MCNP) based on a faster-running
weight-independent COVRT calculation. Note that the dif-
ference between cell-based importances and weight windows
is that the ratio of adjacent cell importances are used to un-
conditionally split/roulette particles and adjust the weight ac-
cordingly, whereas weight windows will only split/roulette
particles (and adjust the weight) if the particle exists outside
the window. Additional details are available in [9].

Mini2Room MCNP results are compared using COVRT-
generated cell-based importances and ADVANTG-generated
mesh-based weight windows. While this constitutes a dis-
similar comparison, it represents the default mode of opera-
tion for both codes which has an effect on the FOM because
of different computational burdens within MCNP. Profiling
MCNP for otherwise identical calculations that have identical
splitting behavior shows that mesh-based weight windows are
~22% slower than cell-based importances (with cell-based
weight windows ~6% slower than cell-based importances).
Note that regardless of the generating method, the cell-based
importances and mesh-based weight windows are applied on
the same spatial grid in MCNP for this comparison.

1. Tophat & Three-Legged Duct

For illustrative purposes, Fig. 3 shows the first and op-
timized second moment solutions for the Tophat calculation
(recall that this is effectively an adjoint calculation). Note

(a) M1 (b) Optimized M2

Figure 3: Tophat Weight-Independent COVRT Results
(Tophat Outline in Dashed Lines; Color Gradient is Loga-
rithmic Blue/Dark/Low to Yellow/Light/High)

Table I: Tophat & Three-Legged Duct FOM Ratios

Geometry WD-WW WI-I WI-WW
Tophat 3.46 3.53 5.78

Three-Legged Duct 7.26 7.26 6.77

the effect of the (MCNP) cell-based weight window dis-
continuities and optimization mesh on M2 in Fig. 3b. The
FOMCMC/MC values for Tophat and Three-Legged Duct cal-
culations are shown in Table I. In all cases, COVRT pro-
vides an improvement in MCNP FOM with the weight-
independent calculations generally performing as good or
better than the weight-dependent calculations. Furthermore,
weight-independent COVRT calculations complete approxi-
mately an order of magnitude faster than weight-dependent
counterparts (and use approximately two orders of magnitude
less memory).

The ratio of the MCNP- and COVRT-calculated means
and population variances are shown in Table II. From Ta-
ble II, the weight-dependent Tophat and Three-Legged duct
mean and variance values agree comparable to what has been
observed previously. However, for the weight-independent
cases the mean agrees but the variance behavior is erratic.
When the COVRT angular quadrature is refined, the ratio of
the mean values approach unity; however, the ratio of the
variances and subsequent MCNP FOM show no substantial
change. This suggests that relatively coarse quadrature is suit-
able to generate effective VR parameters even with an inaccu-
rate estimate of the mean and variance. This is because of the
iterative optimization that COVRT performs; relative changes
in the calculation of variance (and computational time) during
the perturbation process determine how VR parameters need
to be adjusted rather than absolute values.

Table II: Tophat & Three-Legged Duct MCNP/COVRT Ra-
tios For Mean & Population Variance

Parameter WD-WW WI-I WI-WW
Tophat Mean 0.99 0.99 0.99
Tophat Var. 1.02 0.89 1.23

Three-Legged Duct Mean 0.77 0.77 0.77
Three-Legged Duct Var. 0.66 0.13 0.79
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Figure 4: Tophat & Three-Legged Duct Extended Case FOM
Increases vs. Analog

In addition to the geometric configurations described
previously, both models are extended in the y direction be-
tween one and ten centimeters (i.e., the hat is made taller
and the central leg of the duct is stretched). This was
done to increase the VR difficulty of the problem. The
observed FOM relative to the analog cases are shown in
Fig. 4. With one exception, weight-independent COVRT cal-
culations yield more efficient MCNP calculations than the
weight-dependent calculations. As the geometry is extended,
the weight-independent calculations maximize the FOM and
the cell-based importances tend to perform better than the
cell-based weight windows manually generated using weight-
independent calculations. For both problems, there are dimin-
ishing returns on the FOM increase using COVRT because,
in both cases, the problem begins to be dominated by long
straight streaming.

2. Mini2Room

No fair calculation of FOMCMC/MC can be made because
the analog case does not produce a reliable tally without an
undue number of histories (by design). However, results from
COVRT and ADVANTG can be compared. With ADVANTG
using S 4 quadrature and 27 neutron groups, the MCNP FOM
is 3.0. With weight-independent COVRT, using S 4 quadra-
ture and 2, 4, and 8 equal lethargy neutron groups yields
MCNP FOM values of 15, 6.3, and 3.8, respectively. Using
the same group structure as ADVANTG, the VR parameters
generated by COVRT yield an MCNP FOM of 6.5. The vary-
ing MCNP FOM values resulting from COVRT are attributed
to performing multi-group COVRT calculations and then col-
lapsing the optimized VR parameters to one-group cell-based
importances (because MCNP does not support multi-group
importances). A variety of collapsing schemes were explored,
but no scheme gave either consistent or consistently improv-
ing MCNP FOMs. Figure 5 shows the first and optimized
second moment solutions for the COVRT Mini2Room calcu-
lation. In both cases, ray effects are apparent in the vicin-
ity of the tally region. Note that going to a higher quadra-

(a) M1

(b) Optimized M2

Figure 5: Mini2Room Weight-Independent COVRT Results
(Concrete Outlines in Dashed Lines; Color Gradient is Loga-
rithmic Blue/Dark/Low to Yellow/Light/High)

ture such as S 12 still shows pronounced ray effects for such a
streaming-dominated region. In both Fig. 3 and 5, it is reason-
able that the shape of M2 follows M1 because lower moments
act as a source term for higher moments.

The execution time for ADVANTG is 8 seconds using
16 processors via OpenMPI while the execution times for
COVRT are 0.3, 1.0, 5.3, and 48.0 hours for 2, 4, 8, and 27
groups, respectively, using 20 threads via OpenMP. The in-
crease in time scales almost perfectly with workload (polyno-
mial regression R2 = 0.9999) because of the additional com-
putational burden of multiple optimization passes for each
energy group with minimal parallel inefficiency observed.
Furthermore, it is unsurprising that COVRT takes markedly
longer than ADVANTG because the method requires solv-
ing three discrete ordinates equations in an iterative opti-
mization scheme. It is expected that additional work on the
underlying sweeping algorithms would improve the perfor-
mance of COVRT (a research-grade proof-of-concept code)
and narrow the gap between it and ADVANTG (a production-
level code). Alternatively, it would interesting to imple-
ment the multiple-moment and future time equation solves
and optimizations described here into ADVANTG to see how
performance is affected. However, such work would take
significant effort. Finally, note that the MCNP calculation
using ADVANTG-generated parameters took 3929 minutes
whereas the MCNP calculations using COVRT-generated pa-
rameters took between 34–116 minutes for an equal number
of histories because the COVRT parameters reduce the likeli-
hood of long-running histories.
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Because of the poor performance with both the analog
and COVRT/ADVANTG-based MCNP results, and because
of the highly angular nature of the problem, the problem was
extended to 3D (10 cm tall with vacuum boundaries and the
tallies centered axially) to test the effectiveness of incorporat-
ing a DXTRAN sphere (which cannot be used in 1D or 2D).
When incorporated, the FOM for both tallies increased by a
factor of 7–10. However, inclusion of DXTRAN regions is
not available within COVRT and provides an area for future
work.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

This summary has demonstrated the effectiveness of
cost-optimized VR parameters in improving the efficiency
of Monte Carlo calculations. The scale and difficulty of
the problems herein have increased relative to previous com-
parisons. Both weight-dependent and weight-independent
COVRT-generated VR parameters provide efficiency im-
provements to the MCNP calculations. Weight-independent
COVRT calculations tend to produce more efficient VR pa-
rameters than weight-dependent calculations with the added
benefit of being faster to compute. There are varying lev-
els of agreement for the mean and variance values calculated
by MCNP and COVRT; however, the FOM increase is only
loosely tied to the accuracy of the COVRT calculation be-
cause the optimization process relies on relative changes. Fi-
nally, highly angle-dependent problems continue to present
VR challenges when angle-independent techniques such as
geometry splitting and/or weight windows are used. How-
ever, when such problems are attempted with COVRT, the
benefit of cost-optimized VR parameters has been demon-
strated.

Because of the execution speed advantage of cell-based
importances versus either cell- or mesh-based weight win-
dows, there may be value in revisiting multigroup impor-
tances. This is true particularly if weight-independent opti-
mization tools such as COVRT are planned for use because
of the benefits observed in all test problems. Additional work
to improve the underlying sweeping algorithms of COVRT
would allow a more-direct comparison with other approaches
such as ADVANTG (or alternatively, directly implementing
these methods in a production tool such as ADVANTG). As
hybrid radiation transport methods continue to develop, it
would be worthwhile to create a “standard” set of test prob-
lems used to exercise various methods on as consistent a ba-
sis as possible. Another area for future work is extending
the COVRT methodology to consider DXTRAN spheres (and
perhaps other shapes such as right parallelepipeds) or other
variance reduction techniques to permit angular biasing. At
present, no method exists to automatically specify the posi-
tion and size of DXTRAN regions. Associated parameters
such as the fraction of particles that initiate DXTRAN events
on a cell-wise basis can also be optimized. Work to incor-
porate such methods into a cost-optimized procedure is cur-
rently underway.
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